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In this paper, �10�0� zigzag nanotubes and (6, 6) armchair nanotubes are considered to investigate
the effects of randomly distributed vacancy defects on mechanical behaviors of single-walled car-
bon nanotubes. A spatial Poisson point process is employed to randomly locate vacancy defects
on nanotubes. Atomistic simulations indicate that the presence of vacancy defects result in reducing
nanotube strength but improving nanotube bending stiffness. In addition, the studies of nanotube
torsion indicate that vacancy defects prevent nanotubes from being utilized as torsion springs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in 1991
(Ref. [1]) has inspired researchers to intensively study the
mechanics of CNTs and their applications in nanoscale
materials and devices due to their unique mechanical, elec-
trical, and thermal properties. Theoretical analysis2 indi-
cated that single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) could
possess extremely high tensile strengths (∼300 GPa),
while failure strains have been predicted to be as high
as ∼30%. However, based on experiments of nanotube
fracture reported by Yu et al.,3 the observed failure
stresses ranged from 11 to 63 GPa, while failure strains
ranged from 2 to 13%. Other experiments and numerical
analyses4–10 also showed significant variation in mechan-
ical properties of nanotubes. A survey11 on the statistical
properties of the elastic moduli and strengths of CNTs
illustrated that the Young’s moduli of CNTs were found to
range from 0.1 to 1.6 Tpa, and the strengths varied from
5 to 150 Gpa. Such variations might be due to the hetero-
geneity of CNTs, the size of tested samples, temperatures,
defects, or systematic errors in measurements. The above
uncertainties should be considered when investigating the
mechanical behaviors of CNTs and their applications in
nanoscale materials and devices.

Researchers have studied the effects of some uncer-
tainties mentioned above on the mechanics of nanotubes.
Zhao et al.5 predicted that the nanotube strength depended

∗Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.

on the nanotube structure, including chirality and diame-
ter, and other factors such as temperature and strain rate.
The effects of size and chirality on nanotubes’ mechani-
cal properties have also been studied.6–8 Some researchers
who attempted to resolve the theoretical-experimental dis-
crepancies have concentrated on the possible role of
defects in decreasing strengths of CNTs. It has been shown
that defects played a significant role in the mechanics
of nanotubes, especially nanotube fracture.9 Defects in
nanotubes, including vacancies, metastable atoms, pen-
tagons, heptagons, heterogeneous atoms, discontinuities of
walls, distortion in the pacing configuration of and CNT
bundles, were widely observed in CNTs.12�13 Among those
types of defects, the Stone-Wales (SW) defects10�11 have
received the most consideration. Yakobson2 proposed that
aggregations of SW defects could be followed by a ring-
opening mechanism that would permit the nucleation of
a crack. However, quantum mechanics calculations14 have
illustrated that SW defects—even multiple adjacent and
pre-existing ones—did not markedly reduce the failure
stresses and strains of CNTs. It should be noted that Lu
and Bhattacharya11 employed a spatial Poisson point pro-
cess and a Matern hard-core random field on a finite cylin-
drical surface to describe the random distribution of the
SW defects. They numerically demonstrated that the ran-
dom SW defects had pronounced effects on mechanical
properties.

Vacancy defects, i.e., defects resulting from missing car-
bon atoms, are likely candidates to severely reduce the
strength of CNTs. Such defects could be caused by ion
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irradiation, absorption of electrons, or CNT fabrication
processes. The vacancy defects have received considerable
attention. Mielke et al.9 employed molecular mechanics
and quantum mechanics calculations to explore the role
of vacancy defects in the fracture of CNTs under uniaxial
tension. They concluded that one- and two-atom vacancy
defects could reduce failure stresses of CNTs by up to
26%. Xiao and Hou15 studied the fracture of vacancy-
defected nanotubes and their embedded nanocomposites.
They also pointed out that vacancy defects could dramat-
ically reduce the failure stresses and strains of CNTs and
nanotube-embedded composites. In addition, they found
that nanocomposites in which vacancy-defected nanotubes
were embedded exhibited different characteristics than
those in which pristine nanotubes were embedded.

In the above studies, only a single vacancy defect was
considered and located in the middle of CNTs. However,
the number, location, and type of vacancy defects are not
deterministic variables, and their randomness is induced by
CNT growth procedures, the oxidative purification process,
or surrounding temperatures. In this paper, we first classi-
fied the vacancy defects into three basic types: one-atom
vacancy defects, two-atom vacancy defects, and cluster-
atom vacancy defects. We also adapted the spatial Poisson
point process to randomize vacancy defects. The process
differs from that described by Lu and Bhattacharya11 in
that the cutoff distance is not employed so that various
types of vacancy defects can be randomized. Then, we
investigate the effects of randomly located vacancy effects
on mechanical behaviors of CNTs, including nanotube
fracture, bending, and torsion.

2. ATOMISTIC METHOD AND
THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION

We use molecular mechanics calculation, also known as
the force field calculation, to determine the equilibrium
configurations of the simulated nanotubes via the min-
imization of the nanotube potential. Without the con-
sideration of external forces, the governing equations in
molecular mechanics calculations are expressed as:

�E�x�
�xI

= 0 (1)

where xI is the location of atom I and E is the poten-
tial energy. In this paper, we employ the modified Morse
potential function, proposed by Belytschko et al.,16 to
describe the interaction between bonded carbon atoms.
The modified Morse potential function is written as

E = Estretch +Eangle

Estretch = De	
1− e−��r−r0�2 −1� (2)

Eangle =
1
2
k���−�0�

2
1+ks��−�0�
4

where Estretch is the bond energy due to bond stretching
or compressing, Eangle is the bond energy due to bond
angle-bending, r is the current bond length, and � is
the angle of two adjacent bonds representing a standard
deformation measure in molecular mechanics. The param-
eters are:

r0 = 1�42×10−10 m� De = 6�03105×10−19 Nm

� = 2�625×1010 m−1� �0 = 2�094 rad (3)

k� = 1�13×10−18 Nm/rad2� ks = 0�754 rad−4

It has been shown that this potential function results in rea-
sonable Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of nanotubes
compared with experimental investigations. Belytschko
and his co-workers16 also showed that the modified Morse
potential could predict nanotube fracture better than the
Brenner’s potential.17

3. VACANCY DEFECTS

3.1. One-Atom Vacancy Defect

If a single carbon atom marked with a circle as shown in
Figure 1(a) is removed from the lattice, its three neighbors,
n1, n2, and n3, will become less stable because their sp2
bonds are not saturated. Any two of these carbon atoms
can be reconnected to form a new bond. Consequently, a
five-member and a nine-member ring are reconstructed.9

For both armchair and zigzag CNTs, the reconstruction
results in one symmetric configuration and two asymmet-
ric configurations as shown in Figures 1(b–d). We think
that the above three configurations have the same prob-
ability of appearing during the bond reconstruction pro-
cess because each of them results in a similar potential. It
should be noted that the distances between any two unsat-
urated atoms are identical ( = 0�2469 nm) without consid-
ering the curvature effects of CNTs.

3.2. Two-Atom Vacancy Defect

A two-atom vacancy defect is modeled by taking out two
adjacent carbon atoms followed by bond reconstruction, as
shown in Figure 2. When the two adjacent carbon atoms i
and j , forming one C C sp2 bond, are taken out, the four
neighboring atoms become unsaturated. Although there
are several possible configurations during the bond recon-
struction processes, we only consider the one shown in
Figure 2(b) because the distances between n1 and n2 and
between n3 and n4 are the smallest compared to the dis-
tances of any other combinations. Consequently, the con-
figuration in Figure 2(b) results in the minimal potential.
Hence, two five-member rings and one eight-member ring
exist. It should be noted that such a configuration could be
asymmetric if two atoms that form a bond not parallel to
the tube axis were taken out.

2 J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 7, 1–8, 2007
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n2

n1

n3

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1. One-atom vacancy defects: (a) a single atom is selected to be
taken out; (b) atoms n1 and n2 are connected; (c) atoms n1 and n3 are
connected; (d) atoms n2 and n3 are connected.

3.3. Cluster-Atom Vacancy Defect

A cluster-atom vacancy defect is created if more than two
carbon atoms are taken out at one location, generating a
hole9 or a crack.15 Since the number of missing atoms
is larger than two, there are many possible configurations
during the bond reconstruction. In this paper, we only con-
sider connecting the two unsaturated atoms that are neigh-
bors of the same missing atom. The distance between those
two unsaturated atoms must be the least distance between
any two unsaturated carbon atoms, and the resulting poten-
tial is minimal. Figure 3 shows one example of cluster-
atom vacancy defects.

n1

n2n3

n4

(a)

ji

(b)

Fig. 2. A two-atom vacancy defect.

Fig. 3. A cluster-atom vacancy defect.

4. RANDOMIZATION OF
VACANCY DEFECTS

Obviously, a three-dimensional (3D) random field model
is needed to describe the uncertainties of vacancy defects
on nanotubes. However, due to the unique structures of
SWNTs, they can be mapped onto two-dimensional (2D)
graphene planes with a thickness of 0.34 nm. Therefore,
a 3D model can be simplified as a 2D surface problem.
Two primary uncertainties of vacancy defects are consid-
ered in this paper: (1) the number of missing atoms and
(2) the location of a vacancy defect.

4.1. Poisson Point Process

Since vacancy defects occur on CNTs in a completely
random manner, a homogeneous Poisson point process is
employed to determine the number of Poisson points, i.e.,
the number of missing atoms, in this paper. The proba-
bility of the number (k) of Poisson points occurring in a
finite 2D plane can be expressed by:

P�N�A�= k�= e−�A��A�k

k! � k = 1�2�3� � � � (4)

J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 7, 1–8, 2007 3
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Fig. 4. Probability distribution of the number of missing atoms.

where A is the plane area, N�A� is the number of Poisson
points on this area A, and � is the Poisson point density
per area. N�A� and � are also called the number of miss-
ing atoms and the missing atom density, respectively, in
this paper. It is clear that different missing atom densities
will result in different probability distributions of the num-
ber of missing atoms. Here, we treat � as an independent
variable and limit its value to between 0 and 2.5 nm−2. In
this paper, we mainly consider (10, 0) zigzag nanotubes
and (6, 6) armchair nanotubes, which have similar length
(5 nm) and diameter (0.8 nm). Consequently, their sur-
face areas are around A= 12 nm2. Figure 4 illustrates the
probability distributions of the number of missing atoms
at various missing atom densities.

Here, we take the missing atom density of 0.8/nm2 as
an example. The numbers of missing atoms are in the
range of 0 to 20, and each number of missing atoms has
its own probability of occurrence, as shown in Figure 4.
For instance, the occurrence probability of 12 missing
atoms is about 9%. If one hundred computational sam-
ples are chosen to study the statistical properties of the
mechanical behavior of vacancy-defected nanotubes with
� = 0�8 nm−2, there must be nine samples containing
12 missing atoms. It should be noted that Eq. (4) is only
utilized to determine the occurrence probability of missing
atoms.

4.2. Randomize Locations of Vacancy Defects

To randomize the locations of vacancy defects, we first
assume that the Poisson points are uniformly distributed
in a 2D plane, to which the surface of a nanotube can be
mapped. The atom that is the closest to a Poisson point is
indicated as the missing atom. After the missing atoms are
located, a defect site is denoted as the location containing
one or several missing atoms neighboring each other. The
number of missing atoms in a defect site results in the type
of generated vacancy defect after taking out the missing
atoms and reconstructing bonds. As mentioned above, the

one-atom vacancy defect has three possible configurations
that have the same probability of occurrence. Therefore,
randomly choosing one of those three configurations is
involved in the generation of one-atom vacancy defects.
It should be noted that Lu and Bhattacharya11 also used
a similar procedure to generate the Stone-Wales defects.
However, they introduced the Matern hard-core process
involving cutoff distances for each Poisson point to avoid
the overlapping of defects. In our paper, we do not need to
prevent the neighboring missing atoms because it is pos-
sible to generate a large vacancy defect if a defect site
contains more than one missing atom.

As an example, Figure 5 illustrates the generation of
vacancy defects on a (10, 0) nanotube with 12 miss-
ing atoms. First, 12 Poisson points are deposed onto a
2D plane on which the surface of the considered (10, 0)
nanotube is mapped. The coordinates of each Poisson point
are randomly selected within this 2D plane as shown in
Figure 5(a). Then, the carbon atoms that are closest to each
Poisson point are marked with circles as missing atoms, as
shown in Figure 5(b). If more than one atom has an iden-
tical least distance to one Poisson point, the missing atom
is randomly selected. Finally, bond reconstructions are

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Generation of vacancy defects on a grapheme sheet. (a) Poisson
points are deposed on a two-dimensional plane on which a (10, 0) nano-
tube is mapped; (b) search and mark the missing atoms with circles;
(c) bond reconstruction for vacancy defects.

4 J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 7, 1–8, 2007
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Fig. 6. Configuration of a (10, 0) nanotube containing randomly located
vacancy defects illustrated in Figure 5.

processed according to the location of the missing atoms
to generate corresponding vacancy defects as described
earlier. Figure 5(c) shows that this sample contains two
one-atom vacancy defects, three two-atom vacancy defects,
and one cluster-atom vacancy defect. The configuration
of the corresponding (10, 0) zigzag nanotube is shown in
Figure 6. It is obvious that the numbers of vacancy defects
vary from case to case even if the numbers of missing
atoms are the same.

For convenience, we assume that each atom occupies
the same volume. Consequently, the volume fraction of
vacancy defects is calculated as the ratio of the number of
missing atoms to the number of total atoms in the pristine
nanotube. In other words, the average volume fraction of
vacancy defects, Vfrac, is determined by the average number
of missing atoms, which is NavgMiss = �A.

5. MECHANICAL BEHAVIORS OF
VACANCY-DEFECTED NANOTUBES

5.1. Nanotube Fracture

Several researchers9�15 have studied the fracture of
vacancy-defected nanotubes. However, the main focuses of
the investigations were nanotubes containing one vacancy
defect located in the middle of the nanotube. In this
section, we will study the effects of randomly located
vacancy defects on nanotube fracture. (10, 0) Zigzag nano-
tubes and (6, 6) armchair nanotubes are considered here.
Size effects are ignored based on previous research.6

To perform the simulation, we first randomly deploy
vacancy defects on nanotubes, based on the procedure
described in Section 4. One end of the nanotube is fixed
and the other is gradually elongated with the prescribed
displacement. The conjugate gradient method is used to
minimize the system potential energy during the molecu-
lar mechanics calculation at each displacement increment.
The applied external force F is calculated by summing the
internal forces of atoms on the prescribed end. One can
compute the stress via � = F /��Dh� where D is the tube
diameter and h is the tube thickness of 0.34 nm. Details
about the atomistic simulation of nanotube fracture are
provided by Belytschko et al.16

The histogram in Figure 7 illustrates the frequencies of
occurrence of failure stresses for (10, 0) zigzag nanotubes
when the missing atom density is 1.6 nm−2. In this case,
the average number of missing atoms is 20, and the aver-
age volume fraction of vacancy defects is 4%. 100 simula-
tions are conducted, and nanotube failure stress fits normal
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Fig. 7. Frequency of occurrences of nanotube failure stresses when
�= 1�6 nm−2.

distribution as shown in Figure 7. The calculated mean
value of failure stress is 38.3 GPa, and the standard devi-
ation is 4.50 GPa.

The relationship between the failure stress and the miss-
ing atom density is illustrated in Figure 8 for both (10, 0)
nanotubes and (6, 6) nanotubes. Since the missing atom
density determines the average volume fraction of vacancy
defects, Figure 8 also indicates the effect of volume frac-
tion of vacancy defects on nanotube fracture. It has been
predicted that pristine zigzag nanotubes have a failure
stress of 90 GPa while pristine armchair nanotubes have
a failure stress of 110 GPa.16 Figure 8 shows that even a
small average volume fraction of 0.2% (the missing atom
density is 0.08 nm−2) can dramatically reduce nanotube
failure stresses: the average failure stresses are 60 GPa
and 70 GPa for zigzag nanotubes and armchair nanotubes,
respectively. From Figure 8 we also can see that larger
defect sizes result in lower failure stresses. When the aver-
age volume fraction of vacancy defects is increased to
5% (the missing atom density is 2.0 nm−2), mean failure
stresses of zigzag and armchair nanotubes are reduced to
36 GPa and 40 GPa, respectively.
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(6, 6) armchair tubes

(10, 0) zigzag tubes

Fig. 8. Failure stresses of vacancy-defected nanotubes. (Solid and
dashed lines represent mean values of failure stresses; vertical lines rep-
resent +/− one standard deviation).
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Fig. 9. Probability distributions of failure stresses.

Generally, armchair nanotubes have higher mean fail-
ure stresses than zigzag nanotubes, as shown in Figure 8.
However, due to the uncertainties of vacancy defects, it is
possible that zigzag nanotubes have higher failure stresses
than armchair nanotubes at the same missing atom den-
sity. Figure 9 shows that the probability distributions of
failure stresses of (10, 0) zigzag nanotubes and (6, 6) arm-
chair nanotubes overlap each other when the missing atom
density is 1.2 nm−2, i.e., the average volume fraction of
vacancy defects is 3%. In this case, the probability that
(10, 0) zigzag tubes have higher failure stresses than (6, 6)
armchair tubes is 59%, which is the area of the shaded
region in Figure 9. Such a probability is larger in the case
of a higher average volume fraction of vacancy defects, as
illustrated in Figure 8.

5.2. Nanotube Bending

Nanotubes can be utilized in nano-device design due to
their unique mechanical and electrical properties. Kim and
Lieber18 fabricated nanotweezers based on cantilevered
CNTs. Voltages applied to the electrodes closed and
opened the free ends for manipulation and interrogation
of nanostructures. Dequesnes et al.19 designed and simu-
lated cantilevered CNTs over a graphite ground as nano-
switches. It is evident that the bending stiffness of CNTs is
key to these nano-devices. In this paper, we will investigate
the effects of randomly located vacancy defects on bend-
ing of clamped–clamped CNTs, as shown in Figure 10.

To simplify the model due to its symmetry, we only
model the left half of the clamped–clamped nanotubes
using (6, 6) and (10, 0) nanotubes with the length of 5 nm.
One end of the carbon is fixed, and the prescribed deflec-
tion is applied at another end. Then a conjugate gradient
method is used to minimize the system potential energy
for any given prescribed deflection. The procedures are
repeated until a required deflection � x� is reached. The
corresponding vertical force, P , is calculated by summing
the internal forces of atoms at the prescribed boundary.

Figure 11 shows the relationship between the applied
force and the missing atom density at various required

P

L

Fig. 10. Bending of a clamped–clamped nanotube.

deflections. (6, 6) Armchair nanotubes, on average, request
larger forces than (10, 0) zigzag nanotubes to reach the
same deflection if they have the same missing atom den-
sity. Since the bending stiffness is determined by the ratio
of applied force to the deflection, we can conclude that
the mean bending stiffness of armchair tubes is higher
than that of zigzag nanotubes. Such a conclusion was also
obtained for pristine tubes using the elastic shell theory.20

In addition, Figure 11 shows that the mean applied force
increases with the increasing missing atom density for
any required deflection. For example, when the missing
atom density is 1.6 nm−2, i.e., the mean volume frac-
tion of vacancy defects is 4%, a mean force of 3.3 nN is
required to reach the deflection of 0.275 nm on (6, 6) arm-
chair tubes. However, the pristine tube needs only 2.4 nN
to reach the same deflection. In other words, vacancy
defects can enhance the bending stiffness of clamped–
clamped nanotubes. On average, a larger volume fraction
of vacancy defects results in higher bending stiffness. We
think this phenomenon is due to residual stresses that are
generated along the clamped–clamped CNTs because of
the vacancy defects at the initial configurations. Figure 11
also shows that vacancy defects have more significant
effects on the bending stiffness of armchair nanotubes than
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Fig. 11. The corresponding forces applied on vacancy-defected nan-
otubes to reach required deflections. (Solid and dashed lines represent
mean values of applied forces; vertical lines represent +/− one standard
deviation).
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Fig. 12. The relationship between mean torques and angles of twist for
(a) (10, 0) zigzag nanotubes and (b) (6, 6) armchair nanotubes.
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θ = 0.7 rad

θ = 1.05 rad(b)

Fig. 13. The evolutions of the configuration of (a) a vacancy-defected (10, 0) nanotube and (b) a pristine (10, 0) nanotube.

zigzag nanotubes when nanotubes are subject to a larger
deflection. It should be noted that we did not consider
nanotube failure due to bending.

5.3. Nanotube Torsion

Carbon nanotubes can also be used as torsion springs
and mechanical supports for the nano-devices. Meyer and
his co-workers21 built a torsional pendulum based on
an individual single-walled carbon nanotube. Papadakis
et al.22 fabricated the resonant oscillators using multi-
walled CNTs. In this paper, we also investigate the vacancy
effects on mechanical behaviors of nanotube-based torsion
springs. (6, 6) Armchair tubes and (10, 0) zigzag tubes
that have similar sizes are still considered as they were
before. During the molecular mechanics calculation, we
fix one end of the nanotube and apply a prescribed angle
of twist on the other end. The prescribed angle of twist
is increased gradually, and the corresponding torque, T, is
then computed as follows:

T=
(∑

i

ri×Fi
)
z

=∑
i

Fyirxi−Fxiryi (5)

where ri and Fi are the coordinate and the internal force
of atom i, respectively. We assume that the z-axis follows
the axial direction of the tube and passes its centroid.

Figure 12 shows the relationship between the angles of
twist and the corresponding mean torque. The curve slope
represents the torsional spring rate. We can see that the
pristine (10, 0) tubes and (6, 6) tubes have a similar tor-
sional spring rate of 9�0 × 10−16 Nm/rad. However, the
critical angles of twist for nanotube buckling are different.

J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 7, 1–8, 2007 7
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Figure 12 shows that buckling occurs on the (10, 0) pris-
tine zigzag tube when the angle of twist is 0.78 radian.
The buckling on the (6, 6) armchair tube can be observed
when the angle of twist is 0.6 radian.

Figure 12 also illustrates the comparison between
vacancy-defected nanotubes and pristine tubes. The mean
torque for vacancy-defected nanotubes is calculated based
on 100 samples for any given missing atom density. We
can clearly see that the torsional spring rates of nanotubes
are severely reduced with the presence of vacancy defects
for both zigzag and armchair tubes. The mean torsional
spring rates of vacancy-defected nanotubes are 6�5×10−16,
5×10−16, and 4�5×10−16 Nm/rad when the missing atom
densities are 0.4, 1.2, and 2.0 nm−2, respectively. Such
spring rates are valid when the angles of twist are smaller
than 0.4 radian. Otherwise, the spring rates gradually
decrease and can no longer sustain torsion. It is concluded
that vacancy-defected nanotubes are not good candidates
for torsional springs. In addition, no buckling is observed
for vacancy-defected tubes.

Figure 13 compares the evolution of the configuration
of a vacancy-defected (10, 0) nanotube with a pristine
(10, 0) nanotube when the nanotubes are subject to torque.
The defected tube in Figure 13(a) is one of the samples
when the missing atom density is 0.8 nm−2. Three vacancy
defects can be observed, indicated by A, B, and C in the
initial configuration. We see that local distortions occur at
defect sites on the nanotube even with a small angle of
twist. Such distortions become severe when the angle of
twist increases, and the tube loses the capability to sustain
torsion. However, the pristine (10, 0) tube can keep the
cylindrical configuration under torsion until the occurrence
of buckling, as illustrated in Figure 13(b).

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we use atomistic simulation to investigate
the effects of randomly located vacancy defects on the
mechanical behaviors of single-walled carbon nanotubes,
including their fracture, bending, and torsion. Three types
of vacancy defects are classified, and a spatial Poisson
point process is employed to randomize the vacancy
defects. Statistical properties of nanotube failure stress and
bending stiffness are studied, based on 100 sample simu-
lations of both nanotube fracture and clamped–clamped
nanotube bending. We find that the vacancy defects can
dramatically reduce nanotube strength but improve the

bending stiffness. With the same mean volume fraction of
vacancy defects, the zigzag nanotubes have lower mean
failure stress and bending stiffness than the armchair nano-
tubes of similar size. However, due to the uncertainties of
vacancy defects, it is possible that zigzag nanotubes have
higher strength and bending stiffness than armchair nano-
tubes. In addition, the studies of nanotube torsions show
that the vacancy-defected nanotubes cannot sustain large
torque due to local severe distortions at defect sites. Con-
sequently, nanotubes with vacancy defects are not suitable
for use as torsion springs.
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